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Highlights 
 

• Cellulosome complexes mediate efficient hydrolysis of plant-derived 
polysaccharides 

 
• Computational biology reveals structure-function relationships of cellulosomes 

 
• Subtle structural variations allow for fine-tuning of cellulolytic GH9 enzymes 

 
• Intermodular linkers guide non-random assembly of the enzymes onto the 

scaffoldin 
 

• Designer cellulosomes provide insight into complementary action of novel 
enzymes 
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Abstract 
 
The robust plant cell wall polysaccharide-degrading properties of anaerobic bacteria 

are harnessed within elegant, marcomolecular assemblages called cellulosomes, in 

which proteins of complementary activities amass on scaffold protein networks. 

Research efforts have focused and continue to focus on providing detailed 

mechanistic insights into cellulosomal complex assembly, topology, and function. The 

accumulated information is expanding our fundamental understanding of the 

lignocellulosic biomass decomposition process and enhancing the potential of 

engineered cellulosomal systems for biotechnological purposes. Ongoing 

biochemical studies continue to reveal unexpected functional diversity within 

traditional cellulase families. Genomic, proteomic, and functional analyses have 

uncovered unanticipated cellulosomal proteins that augment the function of the 

native and designer cellulosomes. In addition, complementary structural and 

computational methods are continuing to provide much needed insights on the 

influence of cellulosomal interdomain linker regions on cellulosomal assembly and 

activity. 
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Introduction 

Bacteria and fungi have evolved various strategies to cope with the complexity and 

recalcitrance of polysaccharide networks within the plant cell wall. Heterotrophic 

bacteria that are specialized in plant polysaccharide degradation harbor sophisticated 

gene structures coding for complete co-regulated catabolic systems, which include 

proteins for sensing, uptake and degradation [1]. In contrast, certain aerobic bacteria 

and fungi secrete large amounts of highly efficient free (uncomplexed) enzymes that 

can deconstruct plant-derived cellulosic polysaccharides [2]. A particularly 

remarkable cellulolytic system, however, is found in anaerobic bacteria, which have 

evolved an alternative strategy involving the production of organized, large, 

extracellular, multi-protein assemblages called cellulosomes (for review see [3], [4] 

and [5]).  

The typical cellulosomal complex is made up of a large ‘backbone’ scaffoldin 

protein that contains several tandem modules, termed cohesins, to which the active 

protein components adhere through their so-called dockerin modules (Figure 1). 

These are small, roughly 80-residue calcium-binding modules that non-covalently 

associate with the scaffoldin-bourne cohesins at astonishingly high affinities (in the 

sub-nM range) [6]. The megadalton cellulosomes not only assemble the key 

enzymatic players of lignocellulosic degradation but also many other auxiliary 

modules, such as carbohydrate binding modules (CBMs) as well as other types of 

enzymes and proteins [7]. All cellulosomal components can be identified by the 

‘signature’ dockerin sequence, and the presence of a scaffoldin protein in a bacterial 

genome indicates the cellulolytic nature of the organism. Since the first observations 

described in 1983 [8], where cellulosomes were considered to consist exclusively of 

various cellulases having different modes of action and CBMs, many other dockerin-
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containing protein actors, such as the hemicellulases (e.g., xylanases, mannanases) 

[9], pectin lyases [10�], expansins [11��,12�], and proteases and protease inhibitors 

[13,14], have since been identified in cellulosome-bearing organisms, adding further 

structural and functional complexity to these polysaccharide-degrading 

nanomachines. 

The cellulosome structure-function relationship is not yet completely 

understood. However, studies using purified and synthetically assembled 

cellulosomes show that their catalytic efficiency towards natural complex (i.e., lignin-

containing) cellulosic substrates is significantly enhanced compared to an enzyme 

cocktail of the same composition [15�-17]. This synergistic effect is particularly linked 

to the higher order structure of the cellulosome [18,19]. However, these large and 

sophisticated protein-protein complexes are also difficult to assess by classical 

structural methods, as they are by definition heterogeneous in composition and 

contain oligosaccharides, flexible linkers and regions of intrinsic disorder [20,21]. A 

recent review on higher order cellulosome structure [5] describes the ‘dissect and 

reconstruct’ strategies that have been employed in concert with structural biology 

approaches in order to understand, at least partially, the three-dimensional 

arrangements of these nanomachines (Figure 1).  

However, comprehensive appreciation of the structure-function relationship of 

these large assemblages goes beyond providing a glimpse of what such a 

cellulosome might look like in three-dimensional space, but also necessitates 1) 

understanding the fine-tuning and regulation of selecting auxiliary modules and 

enzymes with different specificities and activities, 2) quantitative description of the 

forces and affinities that hold the interacting components together, and 3) how 
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intrinsic flexibility and structural heterogeneity are linked to the synergistic power of 

these macromolecular complexes.  

Recent advancements in our understanding of cellulosome structure and 

function include biochemical studies illustrating the diversity of functions that are 

integrated into the cellulosome, such as divergence of both enzymatic and newly 

discovered non-enzymatic activities. Recent studies have also focused on the fine-

tuning of contacts and forces that govern the interactions associated with 

cellulosomal assembly and function. Transcriptomic and proteomic studies are 

further dissecting the regulation of which components are integrated into the 

cellulosomal complex in response to specific substrates and/or environment. The 

cohesin-dockerin interaction is well documented as essential for cellulosome 

assembly and function, and its unique binding properties and mechanostability have 

been recently summarized [22]. Here, we will focus on recent observations obtained 

by complementary biochemical, structural, and biophysical methods that shed light 

on the cellulosome structure-function relationship. 

 

Environmental influences on cellulosome composition and function 

Towards providing a comprehensive understanding of the structural and functional 

complexity of cellulosomes one needs to consider the regulation of the expression of 

cellulosomal components at the transcriptional level. Defined RNA structures (such 

as stem-loops) of intergenic processed sites serve as a general mechanism for 

regulating the transcript abundance of encoded genes. This type of regulatory 

apparatus has been associated with quantitatively defining the stoichiometry of the 

various protein components found in cellulosomal complexes [23�]. Moreover, these 

types of regulatory RNA secondary structures are conserved among different 
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cellulolytic clostridia. The authors interpret their results by a hierarchical regulation: 

mobilization of a particular cellulolytic subunit is sensitive to specific carbon 

substrates at the transcriptional level, yet composition and stoichiometry within an 

individual complex are precisely determined at the post-transcriptional level. The 

resultant recipes of cellulosomes are likely organism-specific. Given that cellulose 

and associated plant-derived polysaccharides are frequently the only available 

carbon source, these recipes are crucial to the strategy of adaptive competition in 

individual cellulolytic microbes [23�]. 

 

Expanding the functional diversity among the ‘classical’ cellulosomal enzymes 

Cellulolytic organisms generally produce a similar cadre of enzymes belonging to 

specific glycoside hydrolase (GH) families, several members being cellulases [24,25]. 

Indeed, the cellulolytic properties have largely been associated with three 

complementary types of cellulases adapted to the different natural structures of 

cellulose - endo-acting cellulases, (exo-)processive cellulases, and cellobiose-

degrading b-glucosidases. Prominent among these different types of enzymes are 

members of the GH48, GH9, GH8 and GH5 families. The era of intensive ‘omics’ has 

provided many examples of multigenic GH families within a single bacterial species. 

A long held assumption was that individual members within a single family had a 

common activity and mechanism of action. One such example is family GH9, which 

contains almost exclusively EC numbers of b-1,4-glucosidases (EC 3.2.1.4, EC 

3.2.1.91 and EC 3.2.1.176). However, recent studies on GH5 and GH9 family 

members illustrate the necessity to comprehensively analyze the structure-function 

relationships of multiple family members since bioinformatic annotations are not yet 
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at the level of identifying subtle differences that play crucial roles in catalytic 

efficiency.  

Family 9 glycoside hydrolases (GH9) were historically among the first 

discovered cellulase families (i.e., cellulase family E) that are highly expressed and 

present in numerous paralogous gene copies in anaerobic cellulolytic bacteria. The 

first structures of family GH9 cellulases proposed the co-existence of endo-acting 

and processive enzymes, depending on the presence of a tightly attached and 

positioned CBM3 module that was proposed to confer a processive mode of action 

by extending the active site groove beyond the catalytic module [26-29]. A recent, 

systematic biochemical study of all thirteen GH9 representatives in Clostridium 

(Ruminiclostridium) cellulolyticum revealed that the story is much more complex and 

highlights that the cellulolytic activities are fine-tuned by the subtle but significant 

variability of structural composition and enzymatic activities of these GH9 enzymes 

[30��] (Figure 2). For example, one of the family members, Cel9V, was found to be 

inactive despite possessing the conserved catalytic residues and being detected in 

native purified cellulosomes. Such an observation raises the question of the 

functional role that such an “inactive” protein could play in substrate degradation. 

Another especially notable finding from this study was the discovery of a bona fide 

endoxyloglucanase member of the GH9 family, Cel9X, which would not have been 

predictable despite prior knowledge of the structure-function relationship of this family 

of enzymes. The authors propose that GH9s were selected as a type of ‘scaffold’ 

from which diverse modes of activity could be created [30��]. 

GH5 family members are active on both cellulosic and various hemicellulosic 

b-glucan substrates and the panel of substrate specificity can vary from one member 

of the GH5 family to another. Moreover, since this enzyme family is one among the 
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very large and multi-specific GH families, the members were recently sub-divided into 

43 subfamilies using phylogenetic analyses based on sequence similarity [31]. None 

of the sub-families coincides exclusively with enzymes containing a dockerin module, 

again showing that synergistic implications of this family of enzyme in cellulosomal 

activities appears to be fine-tuned by their respective specificity.  

Growing attention is also being given to cellulolytic GH5 and GH9 enzymes 

that do not bear scaffoldin-binding dockerin modules. Rather, some of these extra-

cellulosomal enzymes contain S-layer homology (SLH) domains, diverse CBMs, and 

have been found attached to the cell surface [32]. In rare cases, modified GHs have 

been proposed to be sensors for induction of glycoside hydrolase-encoding genes 

[33], where they simultaneously induce and/or complement the action of 

cellulosomes. These ancillary modules have also been suggested to provide an 

alternative mechanism of cellulosome attachment to the bacterial cell surface [34]. 

 

Computational insights into unique features of cellulosomal enzyme topology 

and mechanism  

Computational biology is emerging as a unique methodology, complementary to 

traditional biochemical and structural approaches, to model the synergistic activity of 

cellulosomes and their components. Such strategies include the modeling of 

chemical reactions at the quantum level to models of the macromolecular 

architectures using less detailed “coarse-grained” approaches. These techniques can 

provide qualitative structural and dynamic descriptions of the cellulosome and its 

isolated components and can be used to study chemical reactivity (e.g., catalytic 

turnover rates) [35]. 

Two recent representative examples that use computational biology to expand 
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our understanding about the role of enzyme topology and dynamics in cellulosome 

assembly and function focus on two multimodular cellulosomal enzymes. The 

combination of coarse-grained and molecular-dynamic (MD) simulations recently 

showed that the rigidity of the linker tethering the Clostridium (Ruminiclostridium) 

thermocellum Cel8A catalytic domain to its type-I dockerin module can influence the 

topology of the catalytic domain, when the enzyme is bound to its substrate [36�]. 

The authors suggest that such structural changes may have an effect on the activity 

of the enzyme, prior to and/or upon integration into a cellulosomal complex. 

Molecular modeling of multimodular cellulosomal components and their interdomain 

linkers have also suggested that linker elasticity may enhance the activity of the 

resident catalytic domains. When assessing the full-length bifunctional xylanase, 

Xyn10Z, from C. thermocellum, which comprises a family 1 carbohydrate esterase 

(CE1) catalytic domain, a family 6 CBM, a type-I dockerin, and a C-terminal GH10 

domain, the interdomain linker properties allowed more spatial liberty for the 

connected catalytic domains (i.e., CE1 and GH10) at opposite ends of the 

polypeptide [37]. The simulations also predicted that the spatial range of the two 

Xyn10Z catalytic domains was even larger when the resident type-I dockerin module 

was bound to a cognate scaffoldin-bourne cohesin module. These observations 

support the proposition that the catalytic efficiency of the enzyme is enhanced when 

integrated into the cellulosome [37]. 

Computational biology has also provided greater insight into the mechanism of 

processivity of cellulolytic enzymes including GH48, which is one of the principal 

cellulosomal components responsible for its extraordinary catalytic efficiency [38]. 

The processivity of an enzyme involves initial binding of the glycan whereupon it 

repeatedly cleaves the same type of glycosyl unit until it dissociates from the 
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substrate. Based on X-ray crystal structures of enzyme-substrate complexes, the 

modeling study by Qian et al. [38] sheds light on the importance of solvent effects 

and the amino-acid residues that define the trajectory of the product upon release 

from the catalytic active site. Another recent computational study modeled the mode 

of cellulose degradation by fungal cellobiohydrolases [39]. Computational simulations 

revealed that slow complexation of glucan chains and excessive enzyme jamming 

are rate-limiting mechanisms, which need to be fine-tuned to enhance the reaction 

rate. In contrast to fungal degradation systems that can be described in a simplified 

manner as consisting of large quantities of free enzyme cocktails, bacterial 

cellulosomes, and scaffoldin subunit in particular, represent a mechanism for 

minimizing these ‘enzymatic traffic jams’, thereby circumventing these rate-limiting 

factors during polysaccharide degradation.  

 

Cellulosome-based enhancers of cellulose hydrolysis – novel dockerin-

containing catalytic and non-catalytic components  

Utilizing a dockerin signature sequence-based mining approach, recent genomic and 

proteomic studies of cellulosome-producing bacteria have vastly expanded the 

catalog of cellulosomal components beyond the traditional enzymatic, scaffoldin and 

cell-surface subunits to include enzymes and proteins whose functions apparently 

complement and augment the degradative properties of the cellulosome. Pectinolytic 

activity of the C. thermocellum cellulosome was recently associated with three 

multimodular endo-pectate lyases from polysaccharide lyase families 1 and 9 (PL1A, 

PL1B, and PL9), each of which comprised a catalytic domain, a CBM, and a dockerin 

module. These enzymes displayed unique activities on polygalacturonic acid, methyl-

esterified pectin, and rhamnogalacturonan [10�].  
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Using a structure-guided approach to identifying novel cellulosomal 

components, Levy-Assaraf and coworkers discovered a dockerin-containing cysteine 

protease encoded in the genome of the cellulosome-producing bacterium 

Ruminococcus flavefaciens [13]. The presence of such non-cellulolytic enzymes 

leads to speculation as to whether cellulosomes possess secondary activities or if the 

combination of several, apparently unrelated, activities are necessary to match 

specific environmental conditions, in which these polymers may be encountered side 

by side. 

A particularly striking and novel discovery was the recent identification and 

characterization of two dockerin-containing expansins encoded in the genome of the 

cellulosome-producing bacterium Clostridium clariflavum [11��,12�,40�]. The expansin 

family of proteins, which have been identified in various plants and bacteria, are 

essentially non-catalytic proteins that destabilize the plant cell wall by disrupting the 

hydrogen-bonding networks of the associated polysaccharides; a “wedge-like” 

mechanism that has the potential to augment the hydrolytic properties of the 

cellulosome. A representative expansin was shown to preferentially adhere to 

microcrystalline cellulose and decreased the tensile strength of filter paper via a 

loosening effect [40�], and its addition to native and designer cellulosomes 

significantly enhanced cellulose hydrolysis [11��,12�], supporting the notion of 

assisting in cellulose creeping [41]. Despite the apparent functional advantage that 

expansins impart to cellulosomes, this intriguing type of non-catalytic protein has only 

been shown to reside in those from C. clariflavum. Thus, an outstanding question is 

whether, in the absence of expansins, other yet-to-be-identified cellulosomal 

components assist in the relaxing of the cellulose structure. Regardless, such non-
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catalytic cellulosomal components will need to be considered in future application of 

engineered enzyme complexes in biomass decomposition. 

 

Extension of designer cellulosomes and integration of oxidative enzymes  

The concept of designer cellulosomes was proposed over two decades ago [42]. 

These artificial cellulosomes are engineered to comprise chimeric scaffoldins, which 

bear a multiplicity of cohesins of divergent dockerin-binding specificities. Desired 

chimeric enzymes are fitted with matching dockerins for their controlled integration at 

predetermined positions into the complex (Figure 3). Following the original proposal, 

it took seven years for the initial experimental feasibility study to be published in the 

scientific literature [43], wherein rudimentary designer cellulosomes were described. 

Since these early investigations, there has been systematic progress in the number 

and types of lignocellulosic biomass-degrading enzymes that have been incorporated 

into designer cellulosomes, and the performance of these artificial enzyme 

complexes has, in consequence, also increased. Chimeric scaffoldins of up to six 

cohesins have been successfully prepared, but hexavalent scaffoldins seem to be a 

limit for cloning and expression in Escherichia coli [44]. In order to resolve this 

barrier, a novel approach involving ‘adaptor’ scaffoldins was introduced, whereby two 

interacting scaffoldins enabled integration of increasing numbers of enzymes, 

thereby further enhancing the performance of the resultant designer cellulosome on 

lignocellulose substrates [18]. 

Designer cellulosome technology has recently been used to incorporate types 

of enzymes that are inevitably foreign to native cellulosome systems. In this context, 

oxidative enzymes have been integrated into designer cellulosomes.  Dockerin 

modules were thus appended onto both lytic polysaccharide monooxygenases 
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(LPMOs) [15�] and a lignin-modifying laccase [45��] (Figure 3). In both cases, the 

resultant enzymes were shown to enhance significantly the hydrolysis of cellulosic 

substrates by the respective designer cellulosomes that contain these oxidative 

enzymes in addition to conventional glycoside hydrolases. This is surprising, in view 

of the fact that native cellulosome systems have been described exclusively in 

anaerobic bacteria, which would presumably preclude the inclusion of oxidative 

enzymes.   

 

Cellulosomal carbohydrate-binding modules – the continually expanding 

‘sticky’ repertoire 

The proximity effect imparted by resident CBMs to the efficiency with which the 

cellulosome degrades cellulosic substrates is well established [46], with the scaffoldin 

family-3a CBM being the archetypal example. Genomic sequencing and in-depth 

structural and biochemical studies continue to extend the repertoire of CBMs, or the 

CBMome, being employed by cellulolytic bacteria and their mechanisms of action. A 

recent study of the R. flavefaciens cellulosome characterized six previously 

unidentified CBM families that target β-glucans, β-mannans, and pectin 

homogalacturonan by employing unique ligand-binding aromatic conformations 

[47��].  A notable seminal finding in this study is that binding of homogalacturonan by 

the newly identified CBM77 family involves basic residues of the former and 

carboxylate groups of the latter [47��]. These binding specificity determinants were 

not predicted by bioinformatics alone and emphasize the need for comprehensive 

biochemical, biophysical and structural studies of cellulosomal components. 
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Functional influence of cellulosomal interdomain linker conformations 

The precise role and influence of linkers on catalytic efficiency of a native 

cellulosome continues to be a topic of debate. Their presumed intrinsic disorder, 

based on sequence analysis, has no doubt influenced our perspective that they 

simply serve as physical tethers on multiple and complementary functional 

components. The engineering of designer cellulosomes that function optimally and as 

expected is also critically reliant on a precise knowledge of the influence of 

interdomain linker amino-acid composition, length and dynamics. Molinier et al. 

utilized a designed divalent (two-cohesin) scaffoldin chimera to test the impact of 

intercohesin linker length on the synergistic hydrolysis of cellulose by resident 

cellulases [21]. Despite observing significant differences in the length and 

conformational plasticity of the various intercohesin linkers by small-angle X-ray 

scattering, all of the engineered bi-enzyme complexes had similar activities on 

crystalline cellulose, suggesting that cellulosomal interdomain linkers had little 

functional impact [21]. In contrast, a methodical analysis of the influence of scaffoldin 

modular organization on cellulose hydrolysis illustrated that longer intercohesin 

linkers are favored in the design of efficient engineered cellulosomes [48]. 

 Another study involving engineered cohesin-containing miniscaffoldins 

revealed an unexpected structural and functional influence on cellulosome assembly 

[49��]. In this work, the scaffoldin-bourne cohesins possessed similar or identical 

specificities for the same type of dockerin on the various enzymes examined.  

Designed to assess the heterogeneity and random assembly of cellulosomal 

enzymes onto the scaffoldin subunit, these divalent and trivalent miniscaffoldins 

comprised interdomain linkers between 11 and 50 amino acid residues in length. 

Rather than observing random association of the enzymatic subunits into the 
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scaffoldins there appeared to be favored integration, where the presence of one type 

of enzyme on the scaffoldin influenced the type of enzyme that was subsequently 

integrated into the complex [49��]. Notably, the length of the scaffoldin linker regions 

connecting adjacent cohesin modules directly influenced this preferential 

assimilation. This relationship, at least in part, ensures the assembly of enzymatic 

subunits of varying sizes and structural complexity, and with complementary 

enzymatic activities, into a functional cellulosome.  

 

Conclusions 

Collectively, these recent findings highlight the importance of the diversity and 

heterogeneity of cellulosomes, which are achieved through ‘variations of a theme’ at 

the protein level, but also regulated at the gene transcription level. The structural 

heterogeneity also forms the basis of efficient synergy amongst the cellulosomal 

components within the macromolecular nanomachine. The more traditional view of 

cellulosomes as optimized machineries that evolved solely for dedicated breakdown 

of cellulose and associated polysaccharides is undergoing transformation. In this 

context, the complexes can be considered in a broader sense as plant cell wall 

polysaccharide-degrading factories in which each component is recruited to fulfill, a 

given task that augments the overall synergy of action [35]. Ongoing complementary 

structural, biochemical, biophysical, and computational information of novel 

cellulosomal components has thus contributed to a greater understanding of their 

combined influence on cellulosome assembly, dynamics, and function. Advanced 

knowledge of the involvement of these novel components will help perfect the design 

and generation of non-natural, engineered designer cellulosomes with maximal 

cellulolytic efficiency.  
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Architecture of a cellulosome from Clostridium (Ruminiclostridium) 

thermocellum. Three-dimensional structures of various modular components of the 

cellulosome, determined by NMR spectroscopy, small-angle X-ray scattering, or X-

ray crystallography, are shown and shaded according their position in the central 

schematic cellulosome representation. Specifically, (A) The X-ray crystal structure of 

the processive endoglucanase Cel9I, where the N-terminal catalytic module is 

rainbow coloured and the C-terminal CBM3c is illustrated in purple. (PDB-code 

2XFG; [28]). (B) The first X-ray crystal structure of a b-endoglucanase, the 

cellulosomal cellulase Cel8A (PDB-code 1CEM: [50]). (C) A cellulosomal fragment 

comprising the three C-terminal scaffoldin-based cohesin modules (yellow) in 

complex with Cel8A, where the type-I dockerin and catalytic modules are coloured 

red and pink, respectively (cryo-electron microscopy and X-ray crystal structure, 

EMD-code EMD-1823, PDB-codes 2CCL, 1CEM; [51]). (D) The X-ray crystal 

structure of scaffoldin X module/type-II dockerin dyad (rainbow-coloured) in complex 

with a cell surface subunit type-II cohesin module in blue (PDB-code 2B59; [52]). (E) 

X-ray crystal structure of the scaffoldin-bourne CBM3a module (PDB-codes 1NBC, 

4B9F; [53,54]). (F). Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) envelope superimposed 

with a structural model of the full length enzyme Xyn10Z (N-terminal CE1 module 

(blue), a CBM6 module (green), a type-I dockerin module (light green) and a C-

terminal GH10 xylanase (orange/yellow) in complex with a scaffoldin-bourne type-I 

cohesin module (red) (PDB-codes 1JJF, 1GMM, 1XYZ, 1OHZ; [55]. (G) NMR-derived 

structure of an isolated type-I dockerin module (PDB-code 2MTE; [56]).  
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Figure 2. Structures of GH9 enzymes that reflect the observed biochemical 

variability. (A) Ribbon representation of full length C. cellulolyticum Cel9G in complex 

with b-1,4-linked cellodextrin substrate molecules (carbon atoms in purple, oxygen 

atoms in red). The N-terminal catalytic module is colored in light orange and the C-

terminal CBM3c module in magenta, highlighting the continuation of the catalytic 

binding site through the appended CBM (PDB-code 1GA2; [57]. (B) Expanded view 

of the catalytic active site of Cel9G (endoglucanase or cellulase), where residues 

interacting with the bound substrate molecules are labeled by single-letter amino acid 

code and position in sequence. (C) Expanded view of the catalytic active site of the 

C. thermocellum GH9 exocellulase CbhA in salmon, in complex with a cellotetraose 

substrate molecule (PDB-code 1RQ5; [59]). Only those amino-acid residues that are 

different from C. cellulolyticum Cel9G are labeled in red. Two secondary-structural 

elements (blue circles) are highlighted that seal one end of the active-site cleft, 

changing the mode of action of this GH9 enzyme. (D) Expanded view of the catalytic 

active site of C. cellulolyticum Cel9M endoglucanase in light green (PDB-code 1IA6; 

[58]). Only those amino-acid residues that are different from Cel9G are labeled in 

red. (E) Close-up view of the catalytic active site of C. thermocellum Cel9D 

endoglucanase in light blue (PDB-code 4CJ0; [60]). Only those amino-acid residues 

that are different from C. cellulolyticum Cel9G are labeled in red. The substrate 

molecules were positioned in the active sites of Cel9M (D) and Cel9D (E) by 

superimposition. The differences in substrate specificity of these very subtle 

structural differences observed in the active sites of these enzymes are difficult to 

predict without precise biochemical characterizations. GH9 enzymes very often occur 

as multigenic families within cellulosome containing bacterial genomes, such as 

Clostridium thermocellum and Clostridium cellulolyticum, for example. 
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the incorporation of novel enzymatic and non-

enzymatic functionalities into designer cellulosomes. Backbone ribbon 

representations of a structural homolog of the Tfu1114 laccase from Thermobifida 

fusca (purple; PDB-code 1T8H), the E7 lytic polysaccharide monoxygenase (LPMO) 

from Thermbifida fusca (dark red; PDB-code 5UIZ), and a structural homolog of the 

CclEXL1 expansin from C. clariflavum (blue; PDB-code 4FG4; [61]) are tethered to 

type-I dockerin modules from C. cellulolyticum (Type I doc_Cc; purple), C. 

thermocellum (Type I doc_Ct; dark red), and the type-III dockerin module from R. 

flavefaciens (Type III doc_Rf; blue), respectively. The dockerin modules are bound to 

their cognate cohesin modules (light pink, yellow, and green surface representations; 

PBD-codes 2VN5, 2CCL, 4IU3; [62-64]), which comprise a chimeric scaffoldin.  
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